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There are two main ways to get this star, as require Metal Cap powering units. There are two seats in Jolly Rodger Bay with green metal Cap blocks, I circled them in red on this map: (Map from the lower screen version of the DS, as you might say from the Wario icon, but the places are the same) the cover closest to the top is on the
platform in front of the ship. Immediately after grabbing the Metal Cap, you have to run to the star and have a long jump into the water. You will spend most of the length of the lid dipping into the pit. Once below, run after the star. The timing on this is a bit tricky as in most cases the cover will work on the star, or just before. If you don't
quite do this first method, don't worry, you're close to the second cover. The second cap is located in an underwater cave at the bottom of a pit marked with a ring of coins. As soon as you grab your hat, run back into the water tunnel and head to the star. The timing on this Metal Cap goes a little more forgiving than the first and should be
enough to get you to the star. If not, try long diving in the tunnel as Mario's metal can move much faster over the water than it can run in it. A misty cave of a labyrinth. Head to the underground lake with Nesi and ride your head to the double-door platform. Enter the double doors and jump into the metal pool to enter the metal switch
switch. Go for the big green button at the end of this short course to unlock the metal cap blocks. (Also, grab 8 red coins in a metal cap switch course for another star) Latest update: 2020/9/21 05:20 Check it out via Jet Stream guide for Super Mario 64 3D All Stars! See his step-by-step guides, items like unlocking the star's location in the
Super Mario 64 Switch (2020 / Remake)! Check out all the levels and courses guide We will add more information about this section of the article as soon as we have confirmed them. Check back for more updates. Through Jet Stream - Step-by-Step Guide to Jet Stream - Step-by-Step Guide To Underwater Cave. 2 Stand on top of the jet
stream and pass through the center of the water rings 5 times in a row. 3D sister green block to turn into Metal Mario and claim to star.1. Go to the underwater cave. - TipsFollow Arrow Sign After Arrow Signs will lead you to the open track where the star is. When lost, follow these marks. 2. Passing through the center of the water rings -
Tips standing on top of a stream enough water rings will move at a fairly high altitude before disappearing. Because of this, just standing on top of the stream can count as passing through the center of the ring. 3. Destroy the Green Block - Tips from Open Space Jump to the Northern Most Platform Once You Get Out of the Underground
You will find the area with a huge submarine. Head to the platform directly north. North. You will find a green block that turns you into a metal mario. After passing through 5 water rings, the star will appear at the bottom of Jet Stream. Use a metal cap to get a star. Check out all the star locations hereThrough Jet Stream - Key elements of
the metal cap to get the star in the stream, you need to turn into Mario metal using a metal cap first. Check out all the items on the HereThrough Jet Stream list - Boss Fighting Tips No Boss Available You don't need to fight the boss in this course. Check out All Boss List HereStory and Progression Course Check All Levels and Courses
Guide ©Nintendo Co., Ltd. 2020 ALL ALL ALL RESERVED. Trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Its licensees are otherwise not approved and are not responsible for the work or content on this site. From Super Mario Wiki, Encyclopedia Mario This article is about the mission in Dire, Dire Docks. For a mission of the
same name in Jolly Roger Bay, see through Jet Stream (Jolly Roger Bay). Through Jet Stream is Dire's fourth mission, Dire Dock Docks in Super Mario 64 and Super Mario 64 DS. The mission requires the use of Metal Cap in the original game or the Ability of Wario Power Flower in the DS version. This is the only mission in the games to
share your name with another mission in the same game. Layout (edit) The player must first enter the second area of the course by passing through the tunnel. On the floor is a steel lattice with bubbles flowing from it. The player must swim through five of these rings before they disappear. Otherwise, missing one will start the counter
over. After five consecutive rings have sailed, the Power Star will appear over the grid. The player must then swim to the surface, collect the metal cap and sink to the water bottom to collect the Power Star, as the movement of the water will prevent the player from getting it normally. Names in other languages (edited) The name of the
language means Japanese ふきだす みずを くぐれFukidaso mizu o kugure Pass Via Spouting Water Spanish (NOE) Atravesando la corriente Crossing of the current French (NOE) Dans le geyser (SM64) (SM64) Auf in Luftige Heuen (SM64 DS) Swim through the rings! For Airy Heights Italian Contro Corrente vs. current Korean 솟는물을
뚫고들어가라Sonneun mula eul ttulko deureogara pass via Spouting Water Chinese 急流勇进 '1'Jíliúyǒngjìn Venturing through Fast Stream Links 'Edit' by Super Mario Vicki, Mario Encyclopedia This article is about the mission of Jolly Roger Bay. For a mission of the same name in Dire, Dire Docks, see via Jet Stream (Dire, Dire Docks).
Through Jet Stream is Jolly Roger Bay's sixth mission in Super Mario 64 and his seventh mission in Super Mario 64 DS. The mission's goal is to assemble the Power Star inside the jet stream. This mission cannot be completed until the Star Force is the first mission, in the sunken ship, going as the sunken ship blocks the hole releasing
the jet stream. This is the only mission in the games to share your name with another mission in the same game. Content 1 Layout 2 Name in other languages 3 Trivia 4 Links Layout edit Power Star is at the bottom of the jet stream, which is located at the bottom of the bay. The stream is covered with a lattice that allows the pressure to
pass, but prevents the player from entering. In Super Mario 64, Mario can only get a Power Star if he becomes a Metal Mario. There are three metal caps in the level: one on the shore where the player begins, one on the platform next to the ship, and one inside the cave where the treasure in the ocean cave takes place. As Metal Mario
sinks to the bottom of the water, it is independent of the jet stream and can collect Power Star. In Super Mario 64 DS, the Star can only get Wario, as it is the only character that can use metallic abilities. Otherwise, the mission is the same. The name in other languages (edited) The name of the language means Japanese ふきだす みずを
くぐれFukidasu mizu o kugure Pass Through the Spouting Water Spanish (NOE) Cue no those lleve la corriente Don't let the current Drag You Away French (NOE) Dans le geyser (SM64) Auf in Luftig Huen (SM64) For Airy Heights Italian Contro Corrente vs. current Korean 솟는물을뚫고들어가라Sonneun mule eul ttulko deureogara Pass
via Spouting Water Chinese 急流勇进 '1'Jíliúyǒngjìn Venting through Rapid Stream Trivia'edit, although it is usually suggested the player to use a metal cap, can swim through the current to the star, although it is difficult to do so, as Mario must enter the current at a direct angle. Edit links - From the localization of i'e Super Mario 64 DS.
Through Jet Stream Power Star it can be tricky to get to the new Super Mario 64 players, so that's all you need to win this mission. There are many different missions and Power Stars to collect in Super Mario 64. While some are simpler missions with clear goals and steps to complete, some are much harder to figure out for first-time
players. One course in Super Mario 64 that could prove a challenge for beginners is Jolly Roger Bay. While it may be accessed early in the game, some of the Power Stars require that players either think outside the box or use special power. A prime example of a cunning star to get into Jolly Roger Bay is Mission Through Jet Stream.
While it seems easy to capture at the bottom of the bay, the aforementioned jet stream creates a current too strong to pass normally. Through Jet Stream is the last mission that players have to beat at Jolly Roger Bay if they haven't yet received 100 Star Coin. In order to defeat it, players must first unlock Cap power. This will turn Mario
into Metal Mario, which will allow him to breathe underwater and become much heavier. Once Metal Cap is unlocked and players have access to green boxes, one will become available in Jolly Roger Bay. To find it, players will have to travel on the right wall itself when entering the level. The green block will be straight onto the purple
floor switch on the rocky platform. Once players hit the block and grab the metal cap, they will only have 20 seconds before the effect of the lid wears off, as are other bonuses in Mario 64. Players will need to immediately jump into the water near the upper left side of the bow of the ship, and Mario will immediately begin to sink. As players
fall, they will have to aim their descent to the star in a jet stream at the bottom of the bay. They will have to grab it while the food is still in effect, otherwise they will be pushed back by the flow and need to try again. The metal cap will be available again from the same green block, so players can try as many times as they need. After
receiving this Power Star, players will have all the missions in Jolly Roger Bay completed, and therefore one step closer to getting each power star in Super Mario 64. Super Mario 64 is now available as part of the Super Mario 3D All-Stars, exclusively for the Nintendo Switch. MORE: Super Mario 64: Fall on Cage Island Guide Call of
Duty: Black Ops Cold War Field Viewing Slider Is a Great Deal by Author Sam Woodrick (326 Articles Published) Read more from Sam Woodrick Woodrick super mario 64 through the jet stream. super mario 64 through the jet stream metal cap. super mario 64 through the jet stream ds. super mario 64 through the jet stream dire dire
docks. super mario 64 through the jet stream walkthrough. super mario 64 through the jet stream star. super mario 64 through the jet stream without metal cap. super mario 64 jolly roger bay through the jet stream
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